Energy Management

Building Owners interested in controlling building operations, reducing energy costs and maintaining worker comfort rely on Fluidics for cost effective solutions.

Building Automation
The building systems professionals at Fluidics have linked years of mechanical and electrical expertise with futuristic computer based technology. When these disciplines are applied to solve energy conservation and employee comfort problems, substantial cost savings and improvements in employee and tenant satisfaction are realized.

Fluidics’ human resources coupled with the state-of-the-art direct digital control (DDC) technology provide facility managers the area’s most advanced building automation team. This partnership has qualified Fluidics to offer software design, equipment installation, customer training, monitoring, and service agreements on most products manufactured by Honeywell, Johnson, Trane, Siemens, and others.

Energy Services
Thanks to deregulation of the utility industry, building owners and operators now have a choice of their electricity suppliers. Utilities are also offering creative financing approached to upgrading timeworn building infrastructures with modern, energy efficient equipment. To help guide our customers through this maze of complex options, Fluidics has formed its Energy Services Group.

This team combines Fluidics’ in-house building automation professionals with the most qualified energy solutions experts in the industry. The talents of rate specialists, energy engineers, business solution designers, and financial advisors structure energy conservation packages to meet clients’ unique needs. We become our clients’ advocate when dealing with gas, electricity, and other issues raised by “deregulation.”